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Syrian Revolution or Civil War began in 2011 – the protests in Damascus and 

Deraa ended up with a bloodshed, when Bashar al-Assad’s security forces 

shot several people dead. This accident caused nationwide spread of 

revolutionary movement, headed by Syrian opposition. Assad’s attempts to 

crash the opposition and use tank again peaceful demonstrators led to 

sanctions imposed on Syrian by the U. S. and European Union. The 

opposition regrouped in Istanbul and formed a unified semi-military body to 

resist Assad’s regular forces (BBC News). 

The war in Syria in 2012 and the war in Syria in 2013 differ in scale of 

military action, but there population remains the main target of planned 

attacks. This was reported by the world's human rights organizations that 

have documented such attacks and called them war crimes. In addition, 

experts also criticized rebels themselves, since they placed their military 

bases in close proximity to densely populated areas (Abdulrahim). Therefore 

air strikes often affect civilians. The events of January 2013 were the proof of

this and brought new victims. 

Although Syrian government is severely criticized for its refusal to establish 

peace in the country, I cannot say that its positions are weak right now. The 

Syrian government has two powerful allies that do not let the U. S. and EU 

invade Syria and help the opposition. Russia and China currently block the 

UN resolution condemning the Syrian government policy (Wintour). Since 

October 2011, the Russian and the Chinese side has blocked together three 

such documents. 

In 2014 the situation starts moving from the deadlock. Geneva peace talks 

held this week were an attempt of a world community to moderate the 
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dialogue between Assad and the opposition; however discussions did not 

advance too much (Black). I think that Assad’s government committed too 

many crimes against its people and will fight for political power till its very 

end, since everyone remembers Gaddafi’s end. 
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